
 

 

    

Dragoon Patroller  4x4 , vehicle satisfies police and emergency response force requirements for 

armored, highly mobile, multi mission vehicle platform. The APC  version of the  can accomondate 12 

personnel. 

The Patroller offers a wide range of mission modules which can be easily mounted while in the field 

operations. This uniqe design capability allows the vehicle to be custom configured and serve in a 

variety of duties including Police, SWAT, rescue, ambulance, emergency recovery/salvage, patrol 

personnel carrier, drug interdiction, bomb disposal, surveillance and personnell safety control. 

Patroller can be also equipped with water tanks, auxilary engine and pump unit coupled with a water 

cannon, surveillance cameras  and extendible barricade remover to be used as Riot Control Vehicle. 

A monocoque high hardness armor hull with spaced armored provides personnel protection against 

7.62 mm AP ammunition. All vision blocks offer the same level of protection as the hull. The vehicle 

ground clearance augmented by extra large tires ensures the crew is protected from under body 

blast effects. 

High vehicle power to weight ratio, locking differentials, central tire inflation, and on-the-fly all wheel 

drive shift enables the Patroller to rapidly respond to crises in all weather and all terrain conditions 

including amphibious operations without special vehicle preparations. 

Patroller can also be equiped with one man turret system incorporated two guns, most commen 

configurations are 40mm Granade Launcer with co-ax 7,62 mm MG or 12,7 mm MG with co-ax 

7,62mm MG  with M36 Day/Night sight or Thermal sight. 

With its 12 ton GVW, The Drogoon Patroller features an integrated powerpack which allows for rapid 

field change out. The vehicle ia available in numerous custom configurations with many option 

features  to meet all your current and future Police, Security and Rescue mission reqirements.  
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